4.4.2 - There are established systems and procedures for maintaining and utilizing physical, academic and support facilities - laboratory, library, sports
complex, computers, classrooms etc.

The college is equipped with adequate facilities as follows:  Classroom – All classrooms are equipped with Air conditioner furnished with projectors and podiums for interactive teaching in the
classes. Classrooms are equipped with Smart Boards with Educool app installed for smart teaching. Regular cleaning and
maintenance of the classrooms along with the corridor are done by the house keepers.
 Moot Court Hall and Legal Aid Clinic is equipped with the required materials to give a practical exposure to the students.
 Auditorium is equipped with a seating capacity of 290 and required electrical and electronic gadgets to accommodate all type of
academic and non-academic activities. It is fully air-conditioned and completely renovated.
 The College has English Language Lab which is fully air-conditioned equipped with 65 computers which is used by the students to
enrich their language skills. The college has a System Administrator who maintains the computers, language Lab, Projectors,
Website and other IT related devices and equipment’s and updated periodically.
 The library of the institute is well furnished, air conditioned and has adequate collection of books, resources, journals, magazines,
reports, newspapers, periodicals etc. and is regularly cleaned and maintained according to the standard library regulations. The
library is equipped with Auto Lib softwareto facilitate book lending to the students and faculty. The library is also equipped with
leading legal database like Manupatra and SCC Online. Students are also instructed about the library rules and the same is displayed
in the library. The students are monitored as to compliance to the rules and regulation of the library. For Library preservation, pest
sprays are used periodically.
 CEMA (Center for Mediation and Arbitration) – The college is equipped with a well-furnished Mediation and Arbitration Center
with four mediation halls, one Arbitration Hall and Seminar cum Training room. The CEMA is also equipped enough to render
training pertaining to Mediation and Arbitration. With scope of Mediation increasing, CEMA will act as a major platform to train
mediators and render Mediation service to seek speedy justice.
 Sports Room- The Physical Education Directors maintain the Sports Room with Sports equipment’s and also keep a record of sports
event both inside and outside of the college and achievements of various students. The college has Basketball, Volleyball and a
Shuttle Court which is also maintained regularly and monitored by the Physical Directors. Indoor games like Table tennis, Chess
and Carom are available to the students. Apart from this, Cricket nets are arranged for regular practice for the students. Sports
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facilities are offered in the College for the students' general development, and they are maintained and improved on a regular basis
as requested by the students.
Exam Hall and Exam Control Room- the College is equipped with properly ventilated and CCTV secured exam halls and an exam
control room which is accessed only by the Principal and is used for conducting both University and internal exams.
Sanitation- Each floor is equipped with a sufficient, hygienic and properly ventilated ladies and a gent’s washroom with adequate
equipage. The ladies washrooms are properly provided with hygienic napkin disposers. Septic tanks are regularly cleaned.
Stock Room – The College is equipped with a well-ventilated stock room where all the goods are stored, and the flow of supply is
recorded.
Storeroom – The College has a separate room for maintaining old records of students and various other documents.
Server Room – College is also equipped with an air-conditioned Server Room devoted for continuous and uninterrupted operation
of computer servers.
Drinking Water - Each floor in the Academic block is equipped with 2 water purifier, and 1 R.O unit, (7) & the main Block is
equipped with 2 R.O unit, totally 9 water purifiers are using to provide clean & uninterrupted water for the students & Faculty.
Clean and hygienic drinking water is available. Water coolers are maintained and cleaned on regular basis. Water tanks and water
purifier are cleaned 3 months once.
Miscellaneous - The College has sufficient generator to ensure uninterrupted power supply as the classes are ICT equipped classes
and is powered with solar panel for renewable electricity. Various facilities such as water purifiers, Air conditioners etc. are
properly maintained and checked. Housekeeping for regular cleanliness of corridors, washrooms, classrooms, laboratories and
premises is done regularly. Sanitizing of rooms and washrooms is done on regular basis. The campus landscaping is maintained
with greenery by our gardeners and through the green club activities of our students. Solar Panels and power backup facilities like
Generators are maintained. Sports facilities are maintained by the sports committee and the menial staff.
The college has encamped two-wheeler parking and properly maintained four-wheeler parking monitored by the Security personnel
and CCTV. The college has enabled Wi-Fi facilities with adequate range and speed. Subscription of WIFI @ speed 200mbps is
taken on annual basis. The facilities in the college are regularly checked and maintained. The above-mentioned ICT, electrical and
plumbing facilities etc., are maintained annually and as and when required.
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